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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 This document establishes the authority, disciplinary processes and responsibilities the ACAC has 

in performing its functions effectively, efficiently and independently in accordance with the ATAS 

Charter. 

 

2. AUTHORITY 

 
2.1 The ACAC has the authority to review a complaint appealed by a complainant or referred to it by the ATAS 

Compliance Manager.   

2.2 Where the ATAS Complaints Manager or the ACAC have been misled by any party involved in a matter, the 

ACAC may reopen a matter. 

2.3 A decision made by the ACAC is final. 

2.4 The role of the ACAC is to: 

a) Take all reasonable steps to ensure the resolution of consumer complaints referred to it 

under the ATAS Charter and Code. This includes but is not limited to: 

i. Investigating, making determinations and giving directions; 

ii. Reviewing all documentation available on each complaint; 

iii. Determining what, if any, additional material/evidence (including verbal or written 

statements from affected parties or witnesses) may be required; and 

b) Review complaints referred to it by the ATAS Compliance Manager and provide 

recommendations or suggestions to support the scheme in accordance with these Terms of 

Reference.   

 

c) Ensure that due process and procedural fairness is at all times afforded to participants and 

complainants, despite that the ACAC is not bound by the rules of evidence; 

 
 

DISCIPLINARY PROCESS 
 

d) The ACAC may make and enforce findings in relation to matters referred to it, including one 

or more of the following sanctions: 
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(i) Improvement Notices - a written direction requiring a participant to change their 

behaviour, policies or processes and to take whatever action is required by the 

improvement notice, to ensure compliance with the Code or Charter, within the 

timeframe set by the ACAC and stated in the notice. An Improvement Notice may be 

issued at the discretion of the ACAC including where an appeal is dismissed or decided 

in favour of the ATAS Participant; 

(ii) Warning Notice - informs the participant that their behaviour/actions are not 

acceptable in the circumstances and that if further breaches are identified additional 

sanctions may be imposed; 

(iii) Rectification Order - a direction requiring the participant to rectify (i.e. fix) the 

consequences of their actions in a manner and timeframe determined by the ACAC. 

This may include orders for a full or partial refund, as determined by the ACAC, for the 

cost of any travel or travel-related arrangements made by the relevant Participant;  

 

(iv) Publication Order – a direction requiring the participant to publish (in whichever 

format the ACAC deems appropriate) a corrective advertisement; 

(v) Public Notification – a notice to the wider community of a participant’s non- 

compliance with the Code or Charter to be published on the ATAS website; 

(vi) Re-training Order – a direction requiring the participant or appropriate staff 

member/s of the participant to successfully undertake professional development or 

training as determined by the ACAC. 

(vii) Suspension or Cancellation - Make a recommendation to the AFTA Board on the 

suspension or cancellation of an ATAS participant’s accreditation, where there has 

been a failure to comply with an enforcement order or, in the opinion of the ACAC, a 

significant breach of the Code has been identified. The ACAC must provide appropriate 

details of the nature of the breach, the evidence and any other material the ACAC 

relied upon, and the reasoning process behind its recommendation; 

 

 

2.5 The AFTA Board may vary, remove or add additional sanctions from time to time. Such changes to 

the approved sanctions will be published on the ATAS website 21 days prior to the changes coming 

into effect. 
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3. RESOLUTION OF CUSTOMER COMPLAINT 
 

3.1 The ACAC may resolve a complaint referred by the ATAS Compliance Manager under the ATAS 

Charter by: 

a) Dismissing the complaint, either wholly or in part; or 

b) Accepting the complaint. 

3.2 In order to resolve a complaint, the ACAC may request that either party: 

a) Not seek to rely on any contractual terms while the ACAC’s investigation is underway; 

b) Provide any information, or respond to any questions, that may assist in resolving the 

complaint. 

3.3 If the ACAC accepts the complaint, the ACAC may impose any requirement or sanction listed in 

Part 2 of the Terms of Reference 

 

3.4 Within 21 days of its decision, the ACAC must notify both parties in writing, including detailed 

reasons. 

 

3.5 If the complainant is not satisfied with the ACAC’s decision, the ACAC may: 

a) Recommend that any further resolution of the complaint be pursued in a court or tribunal; 

or 

b) Refer the party to a relevant consumer protection authority in relation to the same matter. 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES  

 

4.1 The ACAC may make any determination reasonably required to fulfill its obligations under this 

Terms of Reference. 

4.2 It the responsibility of the ACAC to comply with the process and time frames as described in the 

ATAS Code of Conduct. 

4.3    (a)  The ACAC may take into account the following factors when determining which, if any, 

requirement or sanction should be imposed for a breach of the Code: 

(i) The nature, seriousness and frequency of any breach; 
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(ii) The impact of the breach on consumers’ or other Participants’ confidence in ATAS; 

 
(iii) The likelihood that the Participant will breach the Code or Charter in the future; 

 
(iv) The Participant’s attempts, if any, to resolve the matter; 

 
(v) The period over which the breach occurred; 

 
(vi) Any prior breaches attributed to the Participant; 

 
(vii) Whether the Participant was or should have been aware that a breach would occur as a 

result of their actions (including any omissions); 

(viii) The Participant’s willingness to adhere to the Code and Charter in the future; 

 
(ix) Whether the Participant admits the breach; 

 
(x) Whether the Participant has demonstrated a willingness to take responsibility for their 

actions; 

(xi) The Participant’s co-operation with the ATAS team. 

 
(b) The ACAC may take into account any mitigating factors that might warrant the imposition of a less 

stringent requirement or sanction. 
 

5. MEMBERSHIP AND TERMS OF OFFICE 
 

5.1 Appointment: The membership of the ACAC will consist as follows: 
 

Appointed Members: 

a) One (1) person with relevant experience at a senior level from the travel industry in 

Australia, as an industry representative; 

b) Two (2) persons with relevant experience and knowledge as a consumer representative. 

c) One (1) person with experience in either the travel industry, commerce, legal or public 

administration. 

This person will also be the Independent Chairperson of the ACAC. 

AFTA Board Appointee 

d) The Chief Executive of AFTA, or any such other person at the discretion of the AFTA Board 

Note: Each member of the ACAC as outlined above have equal rights and responsibilities to act in 

accordance with these Terms of Reference. 
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5.2 Term of appointment:  In 2018, 1 consumer person will be appointed for the term of one (1) year 

and one (1) consumer person will be appointed for two (2) years. From then on, appointments will 

be for a period of two (2) years for all Appointed Members going forward. Every effort will be made 

to ensure that the ACAC upholds the values of the Committee member diversity. No Appointed 

Member may be appointed for more than two (2) terms. 

5.3 The Independent Chairperson will be appointed for a term of three (3) years and may be appointed 

for a second term subject to the process in clause 6.4. 

5.4 An appointed member may resign at any time upon giving notice in writing to the chairperson. 

Steps will be taken to fill the vacancy in accordance with clause 6 (Method of Appointment), and 

the member will be appointed for the remaining term of that member that resigned. 

 

5.5 The AFTA Board may terminate the appointment of an appointed member if the Board is of the 

opinion that: 

a) This is necessary for the proper and effective functioning of the ACAC; 

b) The appointed member has failed to carry out their duties as an ACAC member. 

c) The member has been guilty of misconduct in the view of the AFTA Board. 
 

 

6. METHOD OF APPOINTMENT 
6.1 Appointed Members will be appointed on merit by the AFTA Board who will at all times hold the final 

decision. 

6.2 ATAS management will use an Expression of Interest (EOI) process to invite suitably qualified 

people to register their interest in serving on the ACAC. 

6.3 The EOI process will seek people with specific skills and knowledge for appointment to one of the 

three categories of appointed members (Industry representative, consumer representative and 

independent chairperson.) 

6.4 The Independent Chair and   consumer represented industry appointed members will be selected 

by negotiation and agreement between the AFTA Board and a representative nominated by the 

Consumer Federation of Australia.  

6.5 The AFTA Board will undertake its own process to appoint the member with relevant travel 

experience. 
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7. CONDITIONS OF APPOINTMENT 
 

7.1 Appointed Members must agree to their name and qualification being published on the ATAS 

website. 

 

7.2 Appointed members will be remunerated for their time in undertaking their duties on the ACAC 

Such remuneration will be restricted to actual time attending ACAC meetings and undertaking 

duties. This includes preparation time. 

 

7.3 ACAC members are required to be fully prepared for each meeting, having read all documentation 

in advance, and make every reasonable effort to attend each meeting. 

 

7.4 Appointed members will be required to sign a Confidentiality Agreement and a Declaration of 

Interest form (where required) which state: 

a) Appointed members of the ACAC will keep confidential all matters of which he/she 

becomes aware of whilst undertaking their duties as a member of the ACAC; 

b) That any Conflict of Interest, which currently exists or may arise throughout their 

membership on the ACAC will be declared to the AFTA Board. 

7.5 Appointed members’ remuneration will be by negotiation with the AFTA CEO. 

 
 

 

8. MEETINGS 
 

8.1 The ACAC will meet at least quarterly or by exception at the Chairperson’s discretion.  

 
8.2 Dates and times for meetings will be published annually on the AFTA website. 

 
 

8.3 The Chairperson may cancel a meeting if they have determined that there are insufficient matters 

to warrant a meeting or a quorum cannot be achieved. Any matters listed for a cancelled meeting 

will be held over until the next meeting. 

 

8.4 A quorum consists of the Chairperson, the AFTA Board Appointee and at least 1 other Appointed member. 

 
 

8.5 Decisions may be made in writing by circular resolution or in person where a quorum is present. 
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9. AGENDAS 
 

9.1 An agenda and other relevant documentation will be prepared for each meeting and distributed 

to ACAC members at least 5 business days prior to the meeting. 

 

9.2 The acceptance of late agenda items or the tabling of papers at a meeting will be at the 

Chairperson’s discretion. 

10. SECRETARIAT 
 

10.1 The ACAC will be supported by a secretariat, whose role includes but is not limited to: 

a) Preparing and distributing meeting papers; 

b) Keeping minutes of each ACAC meeting and circulating them to ACAC members; 

c) Undertaking research and/or inquiries on behalf of the ACAC, relevant to a complaint; and  

d) Communications with complainants and participants.  

 
10.2 The AFTA Board will set and control an appropriate budget allocation for the operation of ACAC in line with 

these Terms of Reference. 
10.3 Where the AFTA Board Appointee is a person other than the AFTA CEO, the position of ACAC Secretariat is 

to be held by the AFTA CEO. 
 

11. MINUTES 
 

11.1 Minutes for each ACAC meeting will be forwarded to ACAC members within three (3) weeks of 

the meeting. 

 

11.2 The Minutes will record the following: 

a) The status of the meeting (scheduled or special); 

b) The date and time of the meeting, and the place the meeting was held; 

c) Attendees and apologies; 

d) The adoption of the previous meeting minutes; 

e) Previous action items if any from last meeting; 

f) Agenda Items discussed; 

g) Any new action items; 

h) Decisions made. 
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11.3 The Minutes of the preceding meeting are to be confirmed at each meeting. 

 

12. REPORTING 
 

12.1 The ACAC will prepare a written determination on the outcome of any investigation which is to be 
distributed to the complainant and Participant.   

 

12.2 The ACAC will also provide any additional report as the AFTA Board may request 
 

13. REVIEW 
 
 

13.1 The AFTA Board will make any necessary amendments to the Terms of Reference at its discretion, 

after discussion with the Chairperson, as well as any amendments that may be required from time 

to time to ensure the ACAC is able to carry out its functions effectively, and in a manner consistent 

with the ATAS objectives. 

 

14. DEFINITIONS 
 

In this Terms of Reference any words in bold like this have the following meanings: 

 
AFTA website means www.afta.com.au. 

 

ACAC means the ATAS Complaint Appeal Committee. 

 
AFTA means the Australian Federation of Travel Agents Limited (ACN 001 444 275). 

 
AFTA Board means the board of directors of AFTA as appointed and constituted under the 

Constitution of AFTA. 

ATAS means the AFTA Travel Accreditation Scheme. 

 
ATAS website means www.atas.com.au. 

 

Australia includes the coastal sea of each jurisdiction but does not include an external territory. 

 
business day means a day that is not a Saturday, a Sunday or a public holiday in Australia. 

 
Charter means the ATAS Charter as published by AFTA, as amended from time to time. 

 

http://www.afta.com.au/
http://www.atas.com.au/
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Code means the ATAS Code of Conduct, annexed as Attachment A to this Charter, as 

subsequently amended from time to time. 

Complaint means an expression of dissatisfaction by a customer relating to travel service 

provided by a Participant. 

Travel service means any Travel service or product provided: 

 
(a) Including any Travel service or product provided by the participant on behalf of a 

travel supplier, whether supplied directly or through another Travel Intermediary; and 

 
(b) In the case of a travel service or product provided by a travel supplier or another 

Travel Intermediary and distributed by the Participant, extends only to the participant’s 

distribution or supply of the service or product to the consumer and not to the service 

or product itself. 

Travel supplier is an entity that provides transport, accommodation, tourist or travel business 

services or facilities, travel insurance, holidays, packages, or any other arrangements designated 

as Travel Arrangements by the AFTA Board from time to time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


